NOVOGENESIS: Acentric Cosmology
Earth/ Nature shares its portion of cosmic centricity in
life’s each iteration. The transformative experiences of
life/ death are Divine Communications — DIVINICOM.
Birth and death are less about corruption than about
regeneration, growth into understanding, human and
divine, ascendant consciousness, community.
The Evolution of Symbiosis is the Divine Way with life
in nature. Authentic human ascendancy comes in the
consciousness of faith/ reason working mutually in Com-Munity (shared responsibility).
The altruism of communication-shared experience and growth in consciousness unfold
the reality of Eucharist, the compassionate realization that authenticity is transferable in
altruistic consciousness, and soul is inter-generationally transferable.
NOVOGENESIS is creation-in-process; METAGENESIS is consciousness-in-process; and
THEOGENESIS is conscious Godlikeness-in-process. Every thought, every word, every
work is coached in Wisdom-brought-forward. Every person, every dream, every plan is
part and parcel of “new genesis”, new self-consciousness, new divinity-consciousness inprocess; but fixation in dualism, centrism and sexism, is made dogma in medieval
culture, and still obtains. People cannot in good conscience be made fodder to
institutional commercialism, the proxy theology justifying mindless exploitation of
people and nature, the commercial theology/ politics of The Councils of Trent and the
First Vatican. People not institutions do consciousness, do religion, do theology; these
come from the Truth/ Beauty of creative nature’s Deep Poetry intuitionally conscious in
all, the root sense of Divinity Consciousness.
I. Evolving NOVOGENESIS — Communication-Based Faith
Commercial vs. Non-Commercial: Commercial motives, unlike distributed motives of
acentric cosmology, are exploitive, self-focused and motivated in profit; altruistic motive
is focused on other as much as focused on self. Commercial/ personal success suppose
personal/ communal success; what this says is that mutual trust is the basis for
personal/ communal success, that the commercial has to be other-focused not seeking
to exploit in self-interest only, but equally in other interest. Faith supposes trustworthy
communication, the win-win process of personal/ communal progress.
1. Word
2. Thought
3. Insight
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